
SÁFRÁNY, Tímea: The Noble-hearted Benefactor and Unforgettable Boss. The Family, Life and Work 
of Vince Móricz
safrany.timea@mnl.gov.hu
Vince Móricz of Técső (1845–1915) was born into an old noble family that had worked in the office, and his 
ancestors included county officials and members of the parliament for generations. The study of Móricz’s 
extensive family background, his family, and his career presents the person after whom his colleagues 
named the aid fund supporting the needy family members of cadastral officials.

BŐSZ, Attila: János Pechán, the Composer Engineer
bosz.attila@mnl.gov.hu
Due to his talent, János Pechán did not stand out primarily in engineering, but he gained merit in the field 
of music composition. His personality was suitable for understanding the abstract world of the arts, but in 
addition, he carried out his work at the land surveying inspectorate, which he was also the head of for a few 
years in Pécs, with the utmost dedication and diligence.

TIMÁR, Gábor: Cadastral Area for Hungarian Population. Failed Territorial Exchange during the  
Establishment of the Hungarian–Yugoslav Border
timar.gabor@ttk.elte.hu
As far as we know, the Hungarian–Yugoslav border demarcation was not particularly interesting from a 
tactical point of view: in four of the six border sections, the border was placed in the agreed position after 
the Serbs had made similar proposals for Hungarian corrections to a few villages. The only exceptions 
to this were the border demarcation committee’s proposal for the Lendva region and the asking around 
the possible swap of northern Szabadka / Subotica and Horgos. According to the League of Nations 
files, published in 2022, these two spatially distant topics were linked in the League of Nations debates, 
contributing to the fizzling out of the Commission’s border adjustment idea.

MIKESY, Gábor: Unification in the Use of Geographical Names. Selections from the History of the 
Geographical Names Committee, 1980s (Part I)
gabor.mikesy@lechnerkozpont.hu
The Geographical Names Committee has carried out its work in close cooperation with the Kartográfiai 
Vállalat / Institute of Cartography within a slightly fluctuating legal and organizational framework since 
the end of the 70s. In addition to the large-scale work (the county volumes of the Hungarian Geographical 
Directory, the nomenclature of the new world atlas), tasks also arose in the field of locality names and, later, 
the names of public areas. The revised edition of two earlier works with a map appendix is an emblematic 
product of the first years.

NAGY, Péter: How to Find a Water Mill on the Cadastral Map? Pápateszér’s Mills
npluszp@gmail.com
The cadastral map taken in 1857 shows 25 grain grinding mills in the interior and exterior of the village 
of Pápateszér, on the waters of the karst springs of Bakonyalja in Pápa. In the 19th century, 14 watermills 
operated on the Bánya stream, 3 on the Körtvél stream, and 8 on the Szakács stream. Based on the cadastral 
survey (map and plot register), processing of plot registers, water registers and several years of field work, I 
present the 25 Pápateszer stream mills, of which four buildings have now been renovated by their owners. 
In 2019, the Pápateszéri Molnár Guild Association was founded.

HOMOK, Zsolt – JAKAB, Réka – KÁRPÁTI, Attila István: Overview 
History of the Budapest Real Estate Register
homokzs@bparchiv.hu, jakabr@bparchiv.hu, karpatia@bparchiv.hu
The land and real estate registry collection is one of the most frequently 
used collections of the Budapest Capital Archives (BFL). Research 
requests and customer service inquiries submitted for land register 
deposits, title deeds and land register records are primarily related to 
land office administration, however, some researchers want to learn more 

about a property for their art history or family history research. An overview of BFL’s collection of land 
registers and real estate records and the history of the Budapest real estate registry helps with research.

SZEPESINÉ SIMON, Éva: Processing of Cadastral Documents (tapu-defter) of the Hungarian 
Occupation and Subjugation Periphery II. (K 132475, K 132609). Professional Report on the Second 
Year (2020–2021)
simon.eva@mnl.gov.hu
The four-year project covers the Ottoman censuses (mufassal-defters, timar-defters, timar-ruzhnamches, 
dzizje-defters) of the Szeged, Szekcső, Szekszárd and Koppány sandsacs (the areas of Bács-Kiskun, Csong-
rád Counties, Bácska area of Vojvodina, the northern parts of Tolna and Somogy Counties, as well as 
the southern parts of Fejér and Veszprém Counties) by compiling databases of comparable Hungarian 
portal censuses and the work is being continued by visualizing the data to make the 16th and 17th century 
cadastral records available. Professional report on the third year.
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